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Abstract 
An extension of OLDT based abstract interpretation for definite logic programs i pre- 
sented. The extension can abstract he behavior of programs under different computation 
rules. The abstract behavior is captured in an EOLDT structure. It is shown that this 
EOLDT structure can guide an automatic equivalence preserving fold/unfold transforma- 
tion. By making the appropriate choices during the abstract interpretation phase, one can 
obtain EOLDT structures which lead to a very broad range of transformations. It is argued 
that the approach provides a unifying framework for a large class of transformations. 
1 In t roduct ion  
The operations of fold and unfold are the basis of lots of logic program transformation tech- 
niques [Tamaki,H., Sato,T.(1984)], [Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A. (1990a)] 
, [Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A.(1990b)], [Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A. (1991)1, 
[Bruynooghe,M., De Schreye,D., Krekels,B. (1989)], 
[De Schreye,D., Martens,B,  Sablon,G., Bruynooghe,M. (1991)]. The unfold transformation 
corresponds to a resolution step of SLD resolution and consists in having an atom substituted 
by its definition, namely by the bodies of the clauses that define it. The fold transformation 
substitutes (folds) a conjunction of atoms by an atom. Folding is used to terminate the un- 
folding process and to express recursion. The transformations have to be correct: the initial 
and final program should be equivalent wrt some semantics. 
Fold/unfold based transformations and closely related techniques have been used to real- 
ize a large variety of program transformations. WeU-known examples are partial evaluation 
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[Lloyd,L., Shepherdson,J. (1991)], the loop merging and elimination of intermediate data struc- 
tures [Burstall,K., Darlington,J. (1977)], [Debray, S. (1988)], and compilation of non standard 
computation rules [Bruynooghe,M., De Schreye,D., Krekels,B. (1989)]. 
Different unfold/fold transformations lead to different programs. To obtain the most ap- 
propriate program, one needs a mechanism capable of producing different correct unfold/fold 
transformations of the source (initial) program. This class of transformations should be as 
large as possible. The main contribution of this paper is to develop a single technique which 
can cover a large search space. The technique can be equipped with different ransformation 
strategies. A particular transformation strategy should be chosen to fit the requirements of 
the problem at hand. Apart from using transformation strategies in the examples, the choice 
of strategies will not be discussed in this paper. 
So, in this paper, we propose a general framework for deriving different fold/unfold trans- 
formations of definite logic programs. The transformation consists of two phases. Firstly, at 
the abstract interpretation phase, some properties of the global behavior of the source pro- 
gram are collected. This information includes the set of abstract call/answer pairs of a set of 
abstract conjunctions of atoms. They cover the set of all the concrete pairs occurring during 
the real execution of the program. Also a finite tree-like structure used to represent the source 
program behavior is extracted uring this phase. The particular conjunctions of atoms and the 
abstract representation f their call/exit patterns can be arbitrarily chosen and used to control 
the structure of the residual program. Secondly, the collected information is used to obtain 
new definition clauses and to generate the equivalent unfold/fold transformation sequence of 
the source program. 
The basic mechanism for the abstract interpretation is extended abstract OLDT resolution. 
After some preliminaries, the extended OLDT resolution is described in Section 3. Section 4 
extends it to fit some requirements ofabstract interpretation and of the subsequent fold/unfold 
transformation. Some extensive examples, as well as the transformation algorithm together 
with the proof of its correctness can lso be found in Section 4. 
2 Pre l iminar ies  
In the following the standard terminology and knowledge of the basic theory of logic program- 
ming, as can be found in [Lloyd,L. (1987)], is assumed. In this section, we give some basic 
notions, which slightly deviate from the standard ones. 
We consider definite logic programs to be collections of definite clauses written as c : H *- 
A~,.. . ,  A,~ where head(c) and body(c) will denote the head atom H and the conjunction of 
the body atoms of the clause c respectively. Throughout the paper logic programs are denoted 
by P, Q and R, while for atoms we use the letters A and H, and conjunctions of atoms are 
denoted by B and D. Expressions are denoted by E and idempotent substitutions are denoted 
by 0. 
In the sequel we will deal with queried logic programs. A queried logic program is a logic 
program P having a number of clauses of the form c : e(V1,...,  Vm) ~-- B, defining a predicate 
e/re.Here /rn is a predicate symbol of arity m not occurring in the bodies of the clauses of 
P and V1,..., 1,~ are variables. This implies that any queried logic program will always have 
the initial query (goal) of the form *- e(...). The clauses defining the e-predicate declare 
all the "entry points" of the program P. Given the queried logic program P and the initial 
goal ~ e(V1,..., V~), a computed answer substitution for the initial goal of P is obtained 
by restricting the composition of 81...8k to the variables V1,..., Vm, where 81,. . . ,  0k is the 
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sequence of mgu's used in an SLD refutation for the initial goal. Two queried logic programs P
and R are said to be equivalent P --~ R if and only if the set of computed answer substitutions 
for the initial goal of P is identical to that of R. 
The transformation of a program P into a program R will be denoted by P =v R. The 
unfold/fold transformations P =~ R discussed below change the set of predicate symbols of P 
by introducing clauses defining completely new predicates. The only predicate shared by P
and R is e/m. So it is convenient to consider the predicate symbol e/m as not belonging to 
the alphabet of the queried logic program. This allows to freely modify the alphabet of the 
program during transformation a d to check equivalence through the set of computed answer 
substitutions for e/rn. 
3 Extended OLDT Reso lu t ion  
OLDT resolution as introduced by Tamaki and Sato [Tamaki,H., Sato,T. (1986)] deviates from 
SLD resolution in two ways. Firstly, the computation rule is such that always the leftmost 
literal is selected. Secondly, a so called extension table or solution table is used which stores 
atoms selected by the computation rule together with a list of answers. When an atom is 
selected which is a variant of an entry in the table, then, instead of performing resolution with 
the clauses, the answers stored in the table are used. A second so called look up table provides 
some bookkeeping such that not only the currently available answers are used but also answers 
which become available at a later time. 
Extended OLDT,  as introduced by us in [Boulanger,D., Bruynooghe,M. (1993)], deviates 
from OLDT in the following ways: 
• the keys of the entries in the solution table are not atoms but conjunctions of atoms 
• the computation rule is more flexible 
and can be formalized by the following definitions which are adaptations of those by Pliimer 
[Pliimer,L. (1990)]. An EOLDT structure is a partial tree (a leaf need not be an empty goal or 
a failing goal) with two tables, a solution table Ts and a lookup table Tl. Every node contains 
a goal ~ A1, . . . ,  A,  represented as the ordered sequence < Bt , . . . ,  Bm > of conjunctions of 
atoms (blocks) and is classified as a solution node, a lookup node, a failure node or a success 
node.Block size is the number of atoms in a block. The restriction upon the computation 
rule is that only an atom from the first block can be selected. A solution table is a set of 
entries. Each entry consists of a pair of a key and a list (called the solution list) where the 
key is a block of atoms and the elements of the solution list are distinct instances of the 
key. The lookup table is a bookkeeping device which is used to keep track which members 
of a solution list have already been used in lookup nodes (more details in [Plfimer,L. (1990)], 
[Tamaki,H., Sato,T. (1986)], [Kanamori, T., Kawamura, T. (1993)]). 
Definit ion I Initial EOLDT Structure 
Given a program P and a standard query *- e(...) for a predicate not occurring in the body 
of the clauses of P, the initial EOLDT Structure is a triple < Tro, Tso,Tlo >, where Tro is a 
partial EOLDT tree consisting of a single node (the root) with goal ,--- e(...) and represented 
as <: [e(...)] >, Tso is the empty solution table and Tlo the empty lookup table. The node is 
unclassified. El 
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Def in i t ion  2 Eztension of an EOLDT Structure 
Given a program P and an EOLDT structure T =< Tr, Ts, Tl >. An immediate xtension of 
T by P is the result of applying (if possible) the following two operations: 
1. Select a node v in Tr  which is either a solution node and a leaf or a lookup node with 
unused elements on its solution list. Let < B1,. •., B,, > be the goal at node v. 
SLD extension: If v is a solution node and a leaf, then the computat ion rule selects A i 
from Bl.  Let ci, 1 < i < k be the variants of the clauses, such that head(cl) and Aj 
have the rngu Oi. Then add k unclassified new child nodes. The i eh child k contains 
the goal < B~, . . . ,B , ,  > 0i, where B~ is B1 with Aj replaced by the body of ci. 
The directed edge from v to its child is labeled by Oi and by ci. A v is a failure leaf 
node when no clause matching Aj exists. One or more sequential SLD extensions 
will be called an SLD path of the EOLDT tree. 
Lookup extension: If v is a lookup node with unused solutions (this can be checked using 
the lookup table), then B1 has a permutat ion such that it is a variant of a key in 
the solution table. An unclassified new child is created for each unused element of 
the solution list. These child nodes are called X-nodes. The child contains the goal 
< 0, B2, . . . ,  B,, > Oi, where 0i is the unifier of the permutat ion of B1 and a variant 
of the element in the solution list. The lookup table is adjusted to indicate that the 
elements have been used. The directed edge from v to its child is labeled by Oi and 
by the corresponding element of the solution list. These edges are called X-arcs of 
the EOLDT tree. 
2. For each unclassified new node v: 
• If the first block of the goal of the node v is empty, then for every ancestor node w 
with a goal < D, . . .  > such that D is a key of the solution table and the path from 
w to v is a refutation for the conjunction of atoms in D labeled with substitutions 
01 . . . .  ,0k, add DO1 ...Ok as a new element (if it is not a variant of any already 
existing element) to the solution list of D. Remove the first block of the goal of the 
node v. 
• If the sequence of blocks is empty ([ ]), it is a success node of the EOLDT tree. 
• Else, if the sequence of blocks has the form < B1, . . . ,  B ,  >, n >_ 1, then part it ion 
B1 into non empty parts < Bxl , . . . ,BI ,~ >, m >_ 1 and replace the goal by < 
Bx l , . . . ,B I , , ,B2 , . . . ,Bn  >. If Bxl is a permutat ion of a variant of a key in the 
solution table then classify the node as a lookup node . Else, create a new entry in 
the solution table with B l l  as a key and classify the node as a solution node. 
[] 
Fig.1 shows an (abstract)  EOLDT tree. Nodes 1 and 2 are examples of nodes resulting 
from SLD extension. The first (and only) block of node 5 is (a permutat ion of) a variant of 
the first block of node 2 and has been classified as a lookup node. Node 6 is the result of a 
lookup extension. Nodes 4 and 6 are success nodes. The path 2 --* 3 ~ 4 is a refutation of 
the first block of node 2, the path 1 --* 2 -~ 3 --* 4 is a refutation of the first block of node 1 
and the path 0 --* 1 --* 2 --* 3 ~ 4 is a refutation of the first block of node 0. These refutation 
paths give rise to an entry in the solution lists of the corresponding blocks. Also 2 -4 5 --* 6 is 
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Fig. 1: Abstract EOLDT tree for Text Processing Program 
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a refutation of the first block of node 2, but does not give rise to a new element on the solution 
list (due to the chosen abstractions, ee below). 
Def init ion 3 Complete EOLDT structure 
An EOLDT tree is complete, if its corresponding EOLDT structure can not be extended. [] 
By always splitting the first block B1 of an unclassified node in a set {B l l , . . . ,  Blm} of 
singleton blocks with Bll containing the i th atom of the block and by classifying a node as a 
lookup node whenever possible, EOLDT reduces to OLDT. By always splitting the first block 
B1 (if not a singleton block) of an unclassified node in a singleton block Bll and a remainder 
B12, where the singleton can be any atom from B1, EOLDT reduces to OLDT with local 
selection function [Vieille,L. (1989)]. Our main extension is that the key of an entry in the 
solution table can be a conjunction of atoms (block), that these atoms can be executed in a 
"coroutining" mode and that the solutions are solutions to the block as a whole. The following 
proposition summarizes the most important properties of the EOLDT resolution. 
P ropos i t ion  1 EOLDT resolution is sound and complete. 
Consider EOLD-resolution, it is identical to EOLDT-resolution, except that an EOLD tree 
contains only solution nodes (hence the solution and lookup tables are not required). It is clear, 
that EOLD-resolution is SLD-resolution with a special computation rule. Hence Soundness 
and Completeness of EOLD-resolution follows from that of SLD-resolution. The remainder of 
the proof is similar to that of OLDT resolution as given in [Tas86,KaK92], the main difference 
being that blocks of atoms play the role of individual atoms. The similarity is granted by 
definition 2. 0 
By using a properly chosen algorithm (details in [Tamaki,H., Sato,T. (1986)]) a finite 
EOLDT structure can be constructed for any definite logic program having a finite extended 
minimal model (EMM) [Falaschi,M., Levi,G, Martelli,M., Palamidessi,C. (1989)]. This is not 
true for SLD resolution: there are function free logic programs (these programs have always a 
finite EMM), which have no finite SLD tree (see example in [Lloyd,L. (1987)]). In the sequel 
we will assume that an EOLDT structure is extended with the following information: 
1. Nodes of an EOLDT tree are identified by a unique number. The numbering has the 
following properties: 
• the root has number 0 
• if there is a directed path from node i to node j ,  then i < j .  
2. Each entry in the solution table is associated with the number of the node, which trig- 
gered the creation of the entry. 
3. Any lookup node i has a label lookup(j), where j is the node associated to the entry of 
the solution table, which was used in the lookup extension of node i. 
4. Some nodes have a =[= label; they are the root (node 0) and aJ1 the nodes i for which 
there exists a lookup node labeled by lookup(i). 
Note that any leaf of a finite complete EOLDT tree is a success node, a failure node, or a 
lookup(i)-node with an empty solution list associated to the node i. The latter lookup nodes 
can be considered as failure nodes 1. 
Zinfinite failure is indistinguishable from finite failure 
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The following obvious proposition shows some features of EOLDT structures, which will 
be used for developing logic program transformation guided by the solution table and the 
corresponding EOLDT tree. 
P ropos i t ion  2 A node i with a :t= label is either the root node or has a first block which is a 
variant of some permutation of the first block at all nodes Jk, k > 1 having the label lookup(i). 
A +-node is always associated with the entry of the solution table and its first block is the entry 
key. Any two distinct +-nodes are associated with different entries of the solution table. [] 
Moreover we need to assign to each element of every solution list of the solution table the 
set of answer nodes of the EOLDT tree. 
Def in i t ion  4 Set of Answer Nodes 
Suppose that there exists an element D of the solution list of the solution table entry associated 
with node i. Any refutation of the first block B of the goal of tl{e node i (it is a variant of 
the entry key) is an EOLDT tree path from node i to some node j labeled by substitutions 
81, . . . ,  0,~. Then the node j is in the set of answer nodes of the element D if and only if D can 
be represented as. a variant of B01 , . . . ,  0n. [] 
Def in i t ion  5 Proof subtree for the EOLDT tree node 
A proof subtree for a node i is a subtree of the EOLDT tree with root i with the following 
property: each path from the root to a leaf of the tree encodes a refutation for the first block 
of the goal at node i. [] 
P ropos i t ion  3 Any leaf of the proof subtree with +-root belongs to the set of answer nodes of 
some element of the solution list associated with the root. 
Proof is obvious. [] 
In F ig. l ,  the subtree rooted at node 2 is a proof subtree of that  node. The leaves of that 
subtree are answer nodes. In general, a node can have several blocks, so the proof subtree of 
a node can be different from the subtree rooted at that  node. 
4 Logic Program Transformation Using Abstract  EOLDT Res- 
olution 
The main purpose of introducing EOLDT resolution is to suggest a flexible and powerful 
mechanism for the static analysis of the run-time program behavior. In general, analysis of 
real program execution cannot be done in all details, so we need abstraction to represent the 
program execution by some finite structure. A Finite Complete EOLDT tree can be used to 
represent the behavior of the program, but very often a finite EOLDT tree does not exist for 
a given program. Thus to obtain a finite representation of the program behavior we need to 
construct an abstract finite complete EOLDT tree, which correctly represents the concrete 
one.  
An abstract Finite Complete EOLDT tree can give rise to a sequence of primitive transfor- 
mation operations such as definition, fold and unfold. The program obtained as a result of the 
transformations derived from a complete EOLDT tree will always be equivalent to the source 
program with respect to the set of answer substitutions for the variables of the initial goal. 
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The main idea of deriving these operations i the following: the SLD paths of the EOLDT tree 
can be transformed into sequences of corresponding unfold transformations, while the lookup 
nodes, for which the tabulation was used, should be used to introduce new definitions and 
to generate folding operations by using these new definitions as folding clauses. Note that 
using an abstract complete OLDT tree we can derive only unfolding and predicate renaming 
transformations (folding of singleton blocks) [Boulanger,D. (1992)], while tabulation applied 
to non singleton blocks of atoms produces folding transformations. 
Interpreting a logic program by EOLDT resolution has a significant advantage compared to 
standard SLD resolution. The tabulation mechanism is capable of capturing loops, which can 
occur during execution f the program and represent them as a lookup extension. Moreover, 
using abstract abulation we can always represent infinite loops by finite solution lists and 
safely approximate the real behavior. 
Below we describe our framework for the construction of finite complete abstract EOLDT 
trees and an algorithm for compiling EOLDT trees into a sequence of primitive transformation 
operations. Correctness of the transformation of a program follows immediately from the 
completeness of the abstract EOLDT tree, which should be a safe approximation f the concrete 
one. 
4.1 Abst rac t  In terpreta t ion  Us ing Extended OLDT Reso lu t ion  
Here we use a very simple abstraction mechanism 2 based on the generalization of expressions. 
The clauses of the program P, the goals of the EOLDT tree and the elements of the solution 
table will be considered as expressions. Let E be an expression constructed using symbols from 
the alphabet of program P and some necessary special symbols not occurring in the alphabet 
of P. Then c~E is an abstraction of E if there exists a substitution 8 such that oeE8 -- E. Note 
that any substitution can only replace a variable by a term constructed from symbols of the al- 
phabet of program P (more details in [Boulanger,D. (1992)], [Kemp,R., Ringwood,G. (1990)]). 
EOLDT-based abstract interpretation deviates from the concrete one in the following: 
1. The goal has to be abstracted when creating a new unclassified child node. The abstract 
goal is assigned to the new node. This means, that an abstract EOLDT tree can contain 
only abstracted atoms. Abstraction of a goal does not change the distribution of the 
atoms into blocks. Abstracting a goal means that the substitution labeling the arc is 
generalized. The most general substitution is the empty one. This limits the amount of 
abstraction possible for a goal. 
2. Each new element of a solution list has to be abstracted before inserting it into the 
solution table. Again it means generalizing the substitution on the refutation path. The 
most general substitution is the empty one, making the element identical to the key. 
3. Abstract EOLDT resolution can be started with an initial solution table. Entries in 
the initial table contain keys which have to be used for resolution of the corresponding 
blocks of atoms, i.e. if the first block of an unclassified node contains atoms, which 
correspond to the initial key, then these atoms should be isolated in the first block 
and resolved using the initial solution list. The solution list for an entry should safely 
approximate the answers obtainable by SLD refutations of the key, i.e. with A a key 
and 0 a computed answer, A0 should be an instance of an element in the solution list. 
2See[KaK92]for a more thorough discussion of abstract OLDT. 
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4. 
The least precise approximation/most general abstraction is with a solution list having 
a single element which is identical to the key. The corresponding arcs of the tree will be 
called EMM extensions a. The EMM-extended nodes have a lookup(i) label, where i is 
the corresponding entry of the initial part of the solution table. 
Arbitrary different abstraction algorithms can be chosen for the source logic program, 
for the goals of the abstract EOLDT tree and for the elements of the solution table. 
The chosen abstractions should ensure finiteness of the abstract EOLDT structure, they 
determine the obtainable transformations. 
The EMM-based mechanism can be used for predicates occurring in some closed module of 
the program, which should not be changed uring transformation. The EMM solutions can be 
used to represent some predefined specialization of the predicates and to safely approximate 
the interference between the main part of the program and the module. In particular, this 
mechanism is useful for correctly abstracting the so called built-in predicates, which are often 
used in Prolog programs. If a built-in predicate has a global side-effect, then these algorithms 
should be applied very carefully (it is a special topic and we will not discuss it here). 
Example  1 Let us consider the following logic program for text processing 
[Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A. (1990a)]: 
cO: e (Char, Text,New_Text ) :- text_proc( Char, Text,New_Text ). 
c1: text_proc( Char, Text,New_Text ) :- del_char( Char, Text,D ), del_bcommas( D,New_Text ).
c2: del_cha.r(Char,[ ],[ ]). 
c3: del_char( Char,[ Cbarl Rest_Text],New_Text ) :- 
de1_chzr( Char, Rest_Text,New_Text ). 
c4: del_char(Char,[CharllRest_Text],[CharllNew_Text]) :- Char=/=Char1, 
del_char(Char, Rest_Text,New_Text ). 
c5: del_bcommaz([ ], 1). 
c6: del_bcommas([Char[Rest_Text],[Char[New_Text]) :- Char=/=blank, 
deLbcommas(Rest_Text,New_Text ). 
or: deLbcommas([blank,commalaest_Text],[commalNe _Text]) : -  
deL bcommas( Rest_Text,New_Text ). 
c8: del_bcommaz([blank, CharlRest_Text],[blank[New_Text]) :- Cha.r=/=comma, 
del_bcomma~([Char[Rest_Text],New_Text). 
This program is processing the text Tezt given in the form of a list of characters by 
deleting a given character Char and by deleting all blank characters occurring immediately 
before commas. These operations are executed sequentially, i.e. during the first pass all 
occurrences of Char are deleted and an intermediate text D created; during the second pass 
the final version of the text, New..Tezt is created. The aim of the desired transformation 
is to run these two processes in parallel and to eliminate the intermediate variable D. For 
this purpose we use an abstraction aP of the source program P, which reflects the need to 
investigate how the intermediate text is processed: 
co: E(_,_,_) :- tp(_,_,_). 
c1: tp(_,_,_) :- dc(_,_,D), rib(D,_). 
~Because the atoms of the solution list are usually nonground and canbe seen as defining some extended 
minimal model [Falaschi,M., Levi,G., Mattelli,M., Palamidessi,C. (1989)] 
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c2: dc(_,_,[ ]). 
c3: dc(_,_,T) :- dc(_,_,T). 
c4: dc(_,_,[_lT]) :- =/=(_,-), dc(_,_,T). 
c5: db([ ],_). 
c6: db(l_lT],_) :- =/=(_ , J ,  db(T,_). 
c7: db(lb,clT],_ ) :- rib(T,_). 
cS: db({b,ClT],_) :- =/=(- , - ) ,  db([ClT],-). 
The names of the predicate symbols have been abbreviated. The clauses of aP  are ob- 
tained by abstracting each clause of the source program. Abstraction is used to factor out 
uninteresting properties of the concrete program. Note that the abstracted program is more 
general than the original one. For every computed answer obtained from the original program, 
there exists a more genera/computed answer obtainable from the abstracted program. 
[:3 
The abstraction of the goals and of the elements of the solution lists can be done during 
abstract interpretation i a similar way as it was shown for the clauses. 
Example  2 The abstract logic program of Example 1 contains one special system predicate 
= / =, which can be abstracted by the following abstract extended minimal model EMM# = 
{Z1 # Z2}. 4 Extension of corresponding atoms during abstract interpretation has to be done 
using its element as a solution from the initial part of the "extended solution table". Note that 
any predicate of the source program can be abstracted using some extended minimal model. 
Clauses defining such predicates as well as clauses defining predicates used in these defining 
clauses have to be preserved in the transformed program. In our example we only have one 
system predicate, which has no defining clauses. 
The complete abstract finite EOLDT tree for the abstracted text processing program is 
shown in Fig.1. The first blocks are shown in rectangular frames and selected atoms are 
underlined. Extended blocks in lookup nodes are underlined by dashed lines. The solution 
table contains only abstracted answers which are variants of the corresponding key, while 
the goals are not abstracted. This ensures that the solution lists can contain no more than 
one element. Thus the EOLDT tree can contain only one child for each lookup node. The 
abstraction scheme chosen for this example ensures, that if the block size is restricted, then 
any EOLDT structure for the abstracted Text Processing Program is finite. [3 
4.2 A T rans format ion  A lgor i thm Gu ided  by  An  Abst rac t  EOLDT St ructure  
Below we describe the transformation of the source logic program P to some residual program 
R. The program R will be defined by a completely new set of predicate symbols. So we have 
to distinguish them: ~¢ and II will denote respectively an atom and a conjunction of atoms 
constructed using (new) predicate symbols not occurring in P, while A and B will denote 
respectively an atom and a conjunction of atoms constructed using predicate symbols of P. 
4.2.1 P r imi t ive  T rans format ion  Operat ions  
Our transformations consist of sequences of definition, unfolding and folding steps. Definitions 
for these primitive operations are given below. 
4This is a safe approximat ion because every answer to a call o f  = / = is an instance of  ZL # Z2 
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Def init ion 6 New Clause Definition 
A definition step introduces a new clause: DEF(Tr/n, {V~,..., 1~}, B) = 7r(V~,..., V,~) ~ B 
where 7r/n is a new predicate symbol and each variable from the set {V1,.. . ,  ~}  occurs in B. 
[] 
Def in it ion 7 Unfolding an atom of a clause 
An unfolding step generates a set of new clauses: 
UNFOLD(( r  ~ A, B), Unfolding_Clauses) = New_Unfolded_Clauses where 7r ,--- A, B is 
the clause being unfolded, A is the atom being unfolded by 
Unfolding_Clauses = {c e Plmgu(head(c), A) ~ fail} = {Cl,.. . ,  CN}, N _> 1 and 
New_Unfolded_Clauses = {(r *-- Ba, B)Oalk = 1, . . . ,  N} 
where 0a = mgu( A, head(ca)), Ba = body(ca)} [] 
Definit ion 8 Folding of atoms in a clause 
A folding step produces one folded new clause: 
FOLD((r  ,--- B,B'),~rf ~ B/)  = (r *-- r f ,B')O where r *--- B,B '  is the clause to be 
folded, B is the conjunction of the atoms to be folded using the folding clause lr ] *-- B / and 
O = mgu(B, B f) # fail. [] 
The algorithms below are using these primitive transformation operations under the guide 
of the abstract EOLDT-tree. As will be proved, the guidance is such that equivalence is 
preserved. 
4.2.2 Compi l ing  an Abst rac t  F in i te  EOLDT Tree S t ruc ture  into a Res idua l  P ro -  
g ram 
Given a finite complete abstract EOLDT structure for a logic program P and initial goal 
*-- E(...), the compilation consists of two phases. In the first phase a set of definition clauses is 
generated. This set of definitions consists of two disjoint parts: the definitions to be unfolded 
UDEF and the definitions FDEF  to be used as folding clauses. 
The sets UDEF and FDEF are generated as follows: for every entry i > 0 of the solution 
table having a key B and a solution list B0a , . . . ,B0k  associated with ±-node i construct 
the unfold definition clause udef(i) E UDEF  of the form ~ri(Vt,..., ~)  *--- B and the fold 
definition clauses fdef( i ,  j) E FDEF ,  j = 1 , . . . ,  k of the form (~ri(V1,..., Vn) *-- B)gj where 
{lq, . . . ,  ~}  = vars(B). Only one definition, udef(O) E UDEF  of the form E(V1,..., l'~) e-- 
¢(Vt, . . . ,  V )  is constructed for the entry associated with the root. For every entry in the 
initial solution list with key B and solution list BOx,..., BOa construct a definition fdef( i ,  j )  E 
FDEF, j -= 1,. . . ,  k of the form (EMMi(V1, . . . ,  Vn) ~ B)8 i where {VI , . . . ,  V,,} = vars(B).  
Example  3 The set of unfolding/folding definitions generated from the abstract EOLDT 
structure of the Text Processing Program is the following: 
udef(O) : e(C,T, NT) :- e(C,T,NT). 
udef(2)=fdef(2,1) : p2(C,T,NT, D) :- deLchar(C,T,D), deLbcommas(D,NT). 
udef(8)=fdef(8,1) : p8(C, C1,T, NT, D) :- del_char(C,T,D), de1_bcommas([CiID],NT ). 
udef(12)=fdef(12,1) : p12( C,T,NT, D) :- deLchar(C,T,[commalD], de1_bcommaz(D,NT). 
udef(19) =frier(19,1): p19(C, C1,T, NT, D) :- del_char(C,T,[CllD]), del_bcommas([CllD],NT ). 
 det( MM, ) :  Ut t(Vl,V2):- Vl =/= VZ 
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Note that we have pairs of identical unfold and fold definitions because the corresponding 
entries of the abstract solution table contain only one answer which is identical to the key. [] 
The second phase performs a sequence of fold/unfold transformations using definition 
clauses and the concrete clauses of program P. The transformations are guided by the ab- 
stract EOLDT tree. The transformation algorithm works on a set S of pairs < c, i  >. The 
set S is initialized as follows: for each +-node i we have the pair < c,i >, where c = udef(i). 
Only these pairs will be involved in unfolding operations. The set Final_Clauses will contain 
clauses of the residual program R. 
For a better understanding of the algorithm, it is useful to realize the relation between the 
pair < c, i > and the goal at node i: the body of the clause c is of the form II, B, where II is a 
conjunction of new predicates and B is an instance of an initial segment of the goal at node i. 
This segment includes at least the first block (for the initial pairs, the part II is empty while 
the segment is a renaming of the first block). 
The algorithm is as follows: 
• Final_Clauses:=O 
S := {< udef(i), i  > I i is a -t- -node} 
Mark all initial pairs 
• wh i leS¢Odo 
- Select and remove a pair < c, i > from S 
- if  c is of the form ~r 4--- II, then add c to Final_Clauses 
else i f  i is a solution i -node  and the pair < c, i > is not a marked initial pair, then 
c has the form u *- II, B, D, where B corresponds to the first block of the goal 
of the node i. Perform folding of the atoms of B with fdef( i , j ) ,  j = 1, . . . ,  k 
generating clauses c~. The clause c s can be generated successfully if B and the 
' add to S the pair < cs,j,,, >, body of fdef ( i , j )  unify. For every clause c s. 
where the node j,,, is arbitrari ly chosen from the set of answer nodes of the 
element j of the solution list associated with node i. 
e lse if i is a solution node with the goal ~- A, B and selected atom A, we have 
that c is of the form 7r *- 1I, A', B',  where A' is an instance of A and B'  is 
instance of some initial segment of B. For every child j of the node i: let cj be 
the clause of program P labeling the corresponding arc; the clause c i should 
be used to unfold A' in clause c, and if successful (A' and head(cj)  unify) the 
clause c~ is obtained and the pair < c~,j > is added to S 
else i is a lookup node labeled by lookup(m). Let c be lr ~- 1-[, B, D, where B 
corresponds to the first block of the goal of the node L Perform folding of 
atoms of B with fdef (m, j ) ,  j -- 1 , . . . , k  generating clauses c~- and adding 
pairs < c~, lj > for all child X-nodes lj of the node i with incoming arc labeled 
by the element j of the solution List associated to node m. The clause c~. can 
be generated successfully if B and the body of fdef(m, j)  unify. (This includes 
EMM extensions!) 
• The definitions of the predicates EMMI /n  and all clauses of P used directly or indirectly 
in these definitions are added to the set Final_Clauses. 
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Failure nodes do not create any new pairs. SLD paths of the tree are compiled into se- 
quences of unfolding operations, while X-arcs are used for extended folding operations. Note 
that the construction of the definition clauses is guided by tile abstract solution table. These 
clauses define the structure of the residual program: the subset UDEF determines the pred- 
icates, which (after folding/unfolding) will appear in the residual program, while the subset 
FDEF determines the call patterns of the atoms in the bodies of clauses which define these 
predicates. Our folding operation deviates of that presented in {Tamaki,H., Sato,T.(1984)] by 
applying the type information [Kanamori, T., Kawamura, T. (1993)} collected in the answers 
of the solution table (abstract call/exit patterns extended to the blocks of atoms). The type 
information in the answers is controlled by the abstraction of the solution table, while the keys 
are determined by the goal abstraction. The number of different keys, which are allowed by 
the abstraction, determines the maximal number of predicates of the residual code. Thus the 
abstract solution table can be used to control the structure of the residual code. 
Example  4 Starting from < udef(O),O >=< ~(C,T, NT) : -c(C,T, NT),O > we obtain, 
after unfolding with cO and c l :  
< c(C, T, NT): -dc(C, T, D), db(D, NT), 2 >. 
Node 2 is a +-node and the clause is not an initial one, so, we can fold with fdef(2, 1). Arbi- 
trarily choosing the leftmost node among the answer nodes of the first (and only) element of 
the solution list associated with node 2 (i.e. 4,6,11,17,16,24 and 23) we obtain: 
< e(C, T, NT) : -pZ(C, T, NT, D), 4 >. 
As the body consists solely of new predicates, it is a final clause, the corresponding transfor- 
mation path is 0 --4 1 --~ 2 --* 4. 
Starting from the initial pair < udef(2), 2 > = 
< p2(C, T, NT, D) :  -dc(C, T, D), db(D, NT), 2 >, we obtain, by unfolding the call dc(C, T, D) 
with cZ, c3 and c4: 
< p2(C,[],NT,[]): -db([ I,NT),3 >, 
< p~(C, [GIRT], NT, D):  -dc(C, RT, D), db(D, N, T), 5 >, and 
< p2(C, [Cl IRT], NT, [CIlD]): -C=/=C 1, dc(C, RT, D), db([CIlD, NT]), 7 >. 
Unfolding the first of these with c5 yields: 
< pZ(C, [ ], [ ], [ ]), 4 > which is a final clause, the transformation path was 2 --* 3 --* 4. 
Node 5 is a lookup node, folding with fdef(2, 1) yields: 
< p2(C, [GIRT], NT, D) :  -p2(C, RT, NT, D), 6 > which is a final clause with transformation 
path 2 ~ 5 ~ 6. 
Node 7 is a lookup (EMM) node, folding with fdef(EMM, 1) yields: 
< p2(C, [C IlRT], NT, [CIlD]): -EMM(C, C I), de(C, RT, D), db([ClID], NT), 8 >. 
Node 8 is a lookup node, folding with fdef(8, 1) and choosing 11 among the answer nodes, we 
obtain: 
< pZ(C,[CIIRT],NT,[CIlD]): -EMM(C, C1),pS(C, C1,RT, NT, D), 11 >. 
It is a final clause, the transformation path is 2 ~ 7 ---* 8 --* 11. 
The complete residual programs, together with the corresponding transformation paths is: 
# Transformation Path 
cO :0~I~2- - .4  
cl : 2 - -+3~4 
c2 : 2--* 5~ 6 
c3 : 2 ~ 7 ---~ 8 ---~ 11 
c4 : 8---* 9 ~ 10 ~ 11 
New Clauses of Compiled Text Processing Logic Program 
e(C,T, NT) :- p2(C,T, NT, D). 
p2(C,[ ],[ ],[ ]). 
p2(C,[CI TI,NT, O) :- p2(C,T, NT, O). 
p2(C,[Cl I TJ, NT,[CIID ) :- EMM(C, Cl), p8(C, CI,T, NT, D). 
p8(C, Cl,T,[CIINT],D ) :- EMM(CI, blank), p2(C,T, NT, D). 
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c5 : 8 ---* 12 ---* 17 
c6 : 8---+ 18 ~ 19 
c7 : 12 ---* 13 ---, 17 
c8 : 12~ 14---* 15~ 16 
c9 : 19 --4 20~24 
c10:19 ~ 21 --, 22 ~ 23 
c11: def of EMM 
p8(C, blank, T Icomma. I NT],lcomma119]) :- pl 2(C, T, NT, D). 
p8(C, blank, T,[blankJNT],[ClJD]) :- EMM(C1, comma), 
plg(C, C1,T, NT, D). 
p12(C,[CJ T],NT, D) :- p12(C,T, NT, D). 
p12(C,[commaJ T],NT, D) :- EMM(C, comma.), p2(C,T, NT, D). 
p19(C, Cl,[CJ T],NT, D) :- p19(C, C1,T, NT, D). 
p19(C, C1,[Cll T],NT, D) :- EMM(C, C1), p8(C, CI,T, NT, D). 
EMM(V1, Y2):- Yl =/= Y2. 
O 
Not all predicates of the program generated by the algorithm are necessary: some of them 
can be eliminated by auxiliary unfolding transformations. Moreover, some predicates can 
contain unnecessary variables, which should be eliminated [Proietti ,M., Pettorossi,A. (1990a)], 
[Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A. (1991)]. These optimizations are discussed below. 
4.2.3 Optimization of the Residual Program 
In the sequel the residual program, which can be generated by the transformation algorithm, 
will be referred to as the intermediate version of the residual program. Optimization of the 
intermediate version includes elimination of some predicates by standard unfolding of the 
corresponding atoms and elimination of unnecessary variables. 
For the predicates of the intermediate version of the residual program, the dependency 
graph DG can be defined, such that if a predicate q of the program occurs in the body ot 
the clause defining p (p depends on q), then there is a directed arc from p to q. The nodes 
of DG are the +-nodes of the abstract EOLDT tree, and should be classified as + and - 
nodes with the following interpretation: predicates of the program with the + nodes cannot 
be eliminated, while the others can be eliminated by unfolding all the Occurrences of the atoms 
with - predicates in the bodies of the clauses of the residual program. The label classification 
algorithm is the following: 
1. Let G := DG with node 0 having + label 
2. wh i le  G # 0 do 
• For all nodes i in G: 
if the node i has + label: delete the node together with all its incoming and 
outgoing arcs 
i f  the node i has - label: for all the nodes j ,  k in G such that there exist the arcs 
j ---* i, i ---* k add the arc j --4 k and delete the node i together with all its 
incoming and outgoing arcs 
a For all the nodes i in G not occurring in any maximal strongly connected component 
of G: assign a - label 
a For all the maximal strongly connected components of G: choose an arbitrary max- 
imal subcomponent having a feedback node s, assign a + label to the feedback node 
and assign - labels to the nodes from the remaining part of the chosen subcompo- 
nent 
SA feedback vertex of a directed graph G in a vertex contained in euery cycle of G. 
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The definitions and the linear-time algorithms for finding all the maximal strongly con- 
nected components and all the feedback nodes can be found in 
[Aho,A., Hopcroft,J., Ullman,J. (1974)], [Garey, M., Warjan,R. (1978)]. The label classification 
algorithm ensures, that each node of the DG of the program will receive a + or - label. This 
algorithm is an extension of that suggested in [Pliimer,L. (1990)] for elimination of mutually 
recursive predicates. 
Propos i t ion  4 The label classification algorithm ensures that all predicates with - labels can 
be successfully eliminated by unfolding corresponding atoms in the bodies using all the matching 
clauses, i.e. this transformation are finite and always generates a program equivalent to the 
source program with respect o the set of all computed answer substitutions of the initial goal. 
0 
The proof can be obtained as an extension of that in [Pliimer,L. (1990)]. 
Example  5 The dependency graph DG and the results of the label classification for the 
intermediate version of the Text Processing Program are shown in Fig.2. Thus the predicates 
p8 and EMM can be eliminated by unfolding all the corresponding atoms in the bodies of the 
clauses of the program. El 
Fig. 2: Predicate Dependency Analysis for Intermediate Version of Text Processing Program 
The elimination of unnecessary variables, which can occur in the intermediate version after 
folding operations, can be done using the conditions presented in 
[Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A. (1990a)], [Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A. ( 1991)], 
[Tamaki,H., Sato,T.(1984)]. These conditions can be incorporated in the definition clause 
generation algorithm by dropping some variables in the head of the definition clauses. Here 
we illustrate the variable elimination by an example. 
Example  6 Consider clause cO of the intermediate version of the program. It contains the 
unnecessary variable D, because D does not occur in the head and has only one occurrence in 
one atom in the body. So it can be dropped. Starting from this atom and applying conditions 
of [Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A. (1990a)], [Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A. (1991)] we can derive that 
the predicate p2 has an unnecessary fourth argument. After that we obtain that the predicate 
p8 in the body of the clause c3 also has an unnecessary variable D. In a similar way we can 
conclude, that the predicates p2, pS, p12 and plg of the intermediate version have unnecessary 
last arguments, which can be dropped. Thus the final version of the residual code of the Text 
Processing Program can be obtained by the eliminating the last argument of all the predicates 
of the intermediate version (except he initial goal predicate) and by unfolding in the bodies all 
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atoms having the predicate symbol pS.  The unfolding should be done using all the matching 
clauses. The final version has the form: 
cO : 
c i  : 
c2 : 
c3 : 
c4 : 
c5 : 
c6 : 
c7 : 
c8 : 
cg : 
c10 : 
c l l  : 
e(C,T, NT) :- p2(C,T, NT). 
p2(C,[ ),[ ]). 
p2(C, [CIT],NT) :- p2(C,T, NT). 
p2(C,[Cll T],[CIlNT]) :- C=/=CI, Cl=/=blank, p2(C,T, NT). 
p2(C,[blanklT],[commalNT]) :- C=/=bla.nk, p12(C,T, N ). 
p2(C,[blanklr],[blanklNT]) :- C=/=blank, Cl=/=comma, plg(c, C1,T, NT). 
pI2(C,[ClT],NT):- p12(C,T, nT). 
p12(C,[commal T],NT) :- C=/=comma, p2(C,T, NT). 
pI9(C, Cl,[CIT],NT) :- pIg(C, C1,T, NT). 
pl9(C, CI,[CIlTI,[CIlNT]) :-C=/=C1, Cl=/=blank, p2(C,T, NT). 
p19(C, blank,[blank IT],[commaINT]) :- C=/=blank, p12(C,T, NT). 
p 19( C, blan k,[bla.n kl Tl,[blan k I NT]):- C=/= blan k, C1 =/= com m a, p 19(C, CI, T, NT). 
The transformation algorithm of [Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A. (1990a)] introduces unneces- 
sary clauses although their Loop Absorption Strategy claims optimality in the sense of avoid- 
ing the introduction of unnecessary clauses. It seems that these clauses find their origin in the 
Eureka-predicates. Our algorithm avoids these clauses. The choice of the blocking strategy is 
a kind of Eureka-step, but, under the chosen strategy, our transformation algorithm generates 
only really necessary clauses.t3 
Let us consider the following example, which shows that the abstraction scheme should 
be chosen very carefully. This example demonstrates that practically any recursive atoms can 
be folded, however the quality of the residual program cannot be better than the quality of 
the source program. Thus, when constructing a particular transformation system, one has 
to provide some solid justifications why the residual program will always be better than the 
original one, because folding by itself is not sufficient o obtain a more efficient program. 
Example  7 Consider the following abstraction of the source version of the Text Processing 
Program: 
co: 4 - , - , - )  :- tp(_,_,_). 
c~: tp(_,_,_) :- cU(_,_,_), ~d(- ,3.  
c2: cd(_,_,_). 
c3: cd(_,_,_) :- cd(_,_,_). 
c4: cd(_,_,_) :- =/=(_,_), cd(_,_,_). 
c5: bd(_,_).  
c6: bd(_,_) :- =/=(_,_), bd(_,_). 
c7: bd(_,_) :- bd(_,_). 
cs: ha(_,_) :- =/=(_,_), bd(_,_). 
For this program we use the same abstract interpretation algorithms a  in the previous 
example. Notice, that information about shared wariables is lost (cf. Example 1). The corre- 
sponding abstract EOLDT tree is shown in Fig.3. For this tree we have the following set of 
unfolding/folding definitions: 
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uder(O) 
udef(2)=fde[(2,1) 
uder(3)=~aer(3,1) 
faef(EMM,1) 
: e(C,T,NT) :- e(C,T, NT). 
: p2(C,T, NT, TI,T2):- del_char(C,T, T1), de1_bcommas(T2,NT). 
: p3(T, NT) :- deLbcomma.(T, NT). 
: EMM (V1,V2) :- VI =/ :  V2. 
co 
( 
Cl 
-J- ,it 
C5~~~~.~ @[]  lookup(2) @ [dc(_,...,._),db(__,_) ] 
A\  \ v [. 
tl 
[] 
lookS3) ~ 
SLD Extensions: Lookup Extensions: ~.-,.:~.,,.:.,~@.,, EMM Extensions: ................ 
Fig. 3: Trivial Abstract EOLDT tree for Text Processing Program 
The residual program which is obtained using this set of unfolding/folding definitions and 
the corresponding abstract EOLDT tree shown in Fig.3 is the following: 
# Transformation Path 
cO: 0---* 1---.2---.4 
c1: 2 ~ 3 ---, 4 
c2:2 ---* 13 ~ 14 ---* 17 
New Clauses of Compiled Text Processing Logic Program 
e(C,T, NT) :- p2(C,T,NT, D,D). 
p2(C,[ ],NT,[ ],T) :- p3(T, NT). 
p2(C,[CJT],NT, T1,T2) :-p2(C,T, NT, T1,T2). 
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c3:2 ---* 15 ---* 16 ~ 17 
c4:3 -" 4 
c5 :3 - '5 - ' - '6 - '7  
c6: 3-'~ 8---* 9 
c7:3 ~ 10 --~ 11 ---* 12 
c8: def of EMM 
p2(C,[C I T],NT,[C1] T1],T2) :- EMM(C, C1), p2(C,T, NT, T1,T2). 
p3([ 1,[ ]).) 
p3([C]T],[CINT],[comma]D]) :- EMM(C1, blank), p3(T, NT). 
p3([blank, comma[ T],[comma]NT]) :- p3(T, NT). 
p3([b~ank, Cl Tl,P, Ja, kl NTI) :- EMM(Cl, co,-,,~ ), p3([Cl TI,NT). 
EMM(VI,V2) :- Vl =/= V2. 
The predicate dependency analysis is trivial and shown in Fig.4. So the optimization gives 
nothing and the final version is identical the one shown above. Notice that the atoms in 
the body of the clause cl of the source version of the Text Processing Program were folded. 
However the obtained residual program is not better than the original one. On the other hand, 
from this example one can see, that by choosing different abstraction schemes one can generate 
significantly different variants of the residual program. [3 
v~ 
+ + + 
Fig. 4: Predicate Dependency Analysis for Primitive Version of Text Processing Program 
The following example demonstrates that our framework is sufficiently powerful to solve 
problems for which methods based upon inductive principles [Lever,J. (i991)] are used. 
Example 8 Let us consider the following well known logic program for appending lists: 
c1: app([ ],L,L). 
c2: a.pp([HIT],n,[tllX]) :- app(T,L,X). 
We can show that the following two initial goals for the append program result in the 
same set of computed answers (they express that appending L1 with [ELL2] yield the same 
computed answers as appending the result of appending L1 with the one element list [El with 
L2.). 
c01: e(L1,L2,E,R) :- app(LI,[EIL2],R ). 
c02: e(L1,L2,E,R) :- app(Ll,[E],D), app(D,L2,R). 
We show this by transforming the programs P1 = AppendU{c01) and P2 = AppendU(c02} 
into residual programs which differ only in the names of predicates and variables. Abstract 
EOLDT trees for these programs are shown in Fig.5. The source program and initial goals are 
not abstracted, while the answers are variants of the corresponding keys of the solution table. 
Then the program P1 is transformed into the equivalent residual program RI: 
# Transformation Path New Clauses of Intermediate Version of Residual Logic Program 
cO: 0 ---* 1 --4 2 e(L1,L2,E,R) :- p l l (L1,L2,  E,R). 
ci: 1 ~ 2 p l l ( [  ],L,E,[EIL]). 
c2:1 ---, 3 ---* 4 pI l([ l~T],L,E, [HIX]) :- p I l (T ,L ,E ,  X). 
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cO1 
oad 
[l c2 
lookup(l) (~ 
...... '1 
+ 
)1 app(-'[-'I--]'--) I 
c2 
cl 
±(  
c02 
c2 
lookup(l) ~ 
...... '1 
)1 app(__,L_],D',, app(D',_,~ 
)0 
SLD Extensions: Lookup Extensions: ~z~,~.~.  
Fig. 5: Abstract EOLDT trees for Append Program 
The residual program R2 for the program P2 has the following form: 
# Transformation Path New Clauses of Intermediate Version of Residual Logic Program 
cO: 0 ~ 1 ~ 4 e(L1,L2,E,R) :- p12(LI,L2,E,R). 
c1: 14-* 2 --, 3 --* 4 p12([ ],L,E,[EIL]). 
c2:1 ~ 5 ~ 6 ~ 7 plz([HITJ,L,E, [HIX]) :- p12(T,L,E, X). 
This shows that Pz and P2 have the same minimal mode/and the same computed answers 6 
So the subgoals app(L1, [E], D),app(D, L~, R) and app(L1, [EIL~], R) are candidates for a 
goal replacement operation [Tamaki,H., Sato,T.(1984)], 
IGardner, P.A., Shepherdson, J.C. (1991)]. 
One can obtain similar results for all other lemmas presented in [Lever,J. (1991)].This 
author introduces a method for program properties based on SLS resolution and discusses in 
detail the relationship with works based on computational induction such as 
[Kanamori, T. Fujita, H. (1986)] 
[] 
Let us consider one more example, which illustrates a so called lemma apphcation technique. 
Example 9 Consider the following logic program for reversing hsts (it is the so called naive 
version, see, for example, [Kawamura, T. (1991)]): 
c1: rev([ ], []). 
ce- ~ev([nlr],r) :- rev(T, a), avp(R, [~1, r). 
c3: app([ ],L,L). 
c4: app([HIT],L,[HIX]) :- app(T,L,X). 
efor a discussion of the exact nature of the equive~ences between programs defining not the same set of 
predicates, see [Maher,M. J. (1988)] 
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We will assume that the program is equipped with the following initial query: 
cO: ~(x,~.') :- rev(X,Y).  
We would like to obtain a much more fficient version (the so called linear version). 
following abstraction of the source program will be used: 
c1: rev([ ], [1). 
c2: ,ev(_,Y) :- ,~v(_,a), app(R,_,Y). 
c3: at,p([],-,-). 
c4: app([-I-l,-,-) :- app(_,_,_). 
The 
We will use an abstraction of the result obtained in the previous example: the goals 
app(L1,_, D), app(D,_,_) and app(L1,_,_) are (possibly) replaceable by each other. 
The corresponding abstract EOLDT tree is shown in Fig.6 (the answers are variants of the 
corresponding keys of the solution table). In node 6, the abstract subgoal 
app(XS,_, Xa), app(X3,_,_) is replaced by app(X 6,_,_) through so called lemma application. 
This is done under the assumption that during the transformation phase, the goal replacement 
rule of [Tamaki,H., Sato,W.(1984)] (more precisely formulated in 
[Gardner, P.A., Shepherdson, J.C. (1991)]) will be applicable and will allow to replace an i - 
stance of 
±C 
cO 
o, -+,C 
L°mmai 
y looks(3> i 
Q[]  
SLD Extensions: -~ Lookup Extensions: ~;~:~,:~-.::.~:,~:,s~e:... 
Fig. 6: Abstract EOLDT tree for Naive Reverse Program 
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app(L1, [El, D), app(D, L2, R) by the corresponding instance of app(L1,/ELL2], R). If, as in 
this example goal replacement is indeed possible, then the equivalence preserving transfor- 
mation can be completed, if not then the abstract EOLDT tree is invalid and needs to be 
reconstructed without using the invalid lemma application. The corresponding residual pro- 
gram has the form: 
# Transformation Path 
c01 : 0 ---, l ---, 2 
cO": 0 ---* 1 ---, 3 ~ 5 
cl : 3-~ 4 ---* 5 
c2 : 3~6~7~8 
New Clauses of Intermediate Version of Residual Logic Program 
E([ 1,[ 1). 
e([tIIT],Y) :- p3(T,R,[H1,Y). 
p3([ 1, [ ],H, tl). 
p3([EI T],R,H, Y ) :-p3(T, lZ,[EI tI], Y). 
According to [Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A. (1990a)], [Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A. (1991)], the 
second argument of the predicate p3 is redundant (it is always instantiated to [ ]). Thus, after 
optimization we have: 
cO' - ~([1, [I). 
co" : ~([HIT],Y ) :- p3(T,[H],Y). 
cl - p3([ ], H, n). 
c2 : p3({EITI, It, Y) :- p3(T,[EIH1,Y). 
The residual program above is the well known linear version of the reverse program. The 
so called accumulating parameter was created automatically by application of the lemma in 
concrete form. 
[] 
The Examples 8 and 9 have shown the following: our approach is sufficiently powerful 
to prove the lemma and to apply it to transform the naive reverse program into the linear 
one. It seems, that this feature of our approach is mainly due to the very natural technique 
for suggesting the new predicates of the residual program. Another algorithm for suggest- 
ing new predicates was recently presented in [Kawamura, T. (1991)], but it is based upon 
[Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A. (1990a)], [Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A. (1991)], 
[Tamaki,H., Sato,T.(1984)] and seems to be less flexible. 
4.2.4 Cor rectness  of  the Trans format ion  A lgor i thm 
It is rather obvious that the optimization above preserves the equivalence of the program. 
So we only have to address the correctness of the transformation algorithm in section 3.2.2. 
What follows is a proof sketch which highlights he basic insights. It is based on the results 
of [Tamaki,H., Sato,T.(1984)], more precisely formulated in 
[Gardner, P.A., Shepherdson, J.C. (1991)], which gives conditions for fold, unfold, new defini- 
tion and goal replacement such that minimal models and computed answers are preserved. 
To show that the transformation is equivalence preserving it is more convenient to rede- 
fine udef(O) as et(Vl,. .., Vn) : -e(V1,. .  ., Tin) .This clause defines a predicate t/n which is 
obviously equivalent o e/n. So we only have to show that the meaning of e'/n is preserved 
by the transformation steps. (The convenience of the algorithm as it stands is that it avoids 
the final renaming of e'/n into e/n. 
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The first phase of the transformation extends the program P with a set of clauses defining 
a number of new predicates in terms of the original ones. Obviously, this does not change the 
semantics of e/n, while introducing a new predicate c~/n equivalent with E/n. 
The second phase initializes the set of ,9 of pairs < c, / >. Due to the properties of our 
abstraction schemes, we have that the part of the body of c referring to the original predicates 
is an instance of an initial segment of the goal at node i. This property of elements of S is 
maintained as an invariant of the transformation algorithm. In what follows, we refer to it 
as PROP. Apart from this initialization, the second phase consists of a sequence of unfold 
and fold steps, and a finalization dropping all clauses not in Final_Clauses. An unfold step 
chooses a pair < c,i > from S, selects an atom and attempts to unfold this atom with the 
clauses labeling the branches leaving i. Due to PROP, these clauses include all clauses whose 
head can unify with the selected atom. So, the unfold conditions of [Tamaki,H., Sato,T.(1984)] 
are satisfied and it is safe to replace e by the set of unfolded clauses. Also ur abstraction 
schemes guarantee that PROP holds for the new pairs < cj,j >. The fold step is less trivial. 
It considers a clause of the form ~r *-- II, B, D where, due to PROP, B is an instance of the 
first block of some node m (or to incorporate EMM extensions, an instance of the key of entry 
m in the solution table). Folding is done with the clauses fdef(m,j)  = ~rJ ~ Bj. However, 
Bj is an instance of the key of entry m. So, there is no guarantee that B is an instance of 
Bj as required by [Tamaki,H., Sato,T.(1984)]. They give a local syntactical condition which 
can be violated in our case. The point is that our abstract interpretation phase constructing 
the EOLDT tree collects global type information which safely approximates the success et of 
blocks [Kanamori, T., Kawamura, T. (1993)]. With Bt , . . . ,  Bk the elements in the solution list 
of entry m, correctness of abstract EOLDT guarantees that it is safe to replace lr ,-- II, B, D by 
(r ,--- H, B, D)O i where 0j = mgu(B, Bj). This transformation is similar in spirit to the deriva- 
tion of more specific programs in [Mariott,K., Naish,L., Lassez, J-L. (1988)], however, ours is 
more general as a clause can be specialised into several clauses. As B was an instance of the 
key entry m, BO 1 is necessarily an instance of Bj. So according to [Tamaki,H., Sato,T.(1984)], 
the specialized clause can be folded with 7rJ ~ Bj. Moreover, the specialization assures that 
PROP holds for the pairs < e~,l i > added to S by the folding steps of the transformation 
algorithm. For what concerns the finalization, it is easy to see that the clauses not belonging 
to Final_Clauses are not reachable from E'/n and can be dropped. 
5 Conc lus ion 
We have presented a unified framework for deriving unfold/fold transformations of definite 
logic programs which is based on abstract EOLDT interpretation. The main purpose of the 
framework is to provide a "complete toolkit" for developing systems for complex logic program 
transformation. A particular transformation system can be obtained by enriching the toolkit 
with a set of strategies for selecting blocks of atoms. The strategies and particular abstraction 
schemes hould be chosen by taking into account the specific restrictions and properties of 
the problem at hand. The claim for completeness was supported by the examples. They were 
showing that lots of existing transformation algorithms [Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A. (1990a)], 
[Froietti,M., Pettorossi,A.(1990b)], [Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A. (1991)], 
[Bruynooghe,M., De Schreye,D., Krekels,B. (1989)], 
[De Schreye,D., Martens,B., Sablon,G., Bruynooghe,M. (1991)], 
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[Tamaki,H., Sato,T.(1984)] canbe explained by choosing appropriate abstraction schemes and 
strategies for the construction of the blocks of atoms during abstract EOLDT interpretation. 
This mainly is due to our algorithm for synthesizing the new predicates of the residual program. 
Of course, our approach does not offer a free lunch, the creative EUKEKA step of other 
approaches shows up in the need to choose appropriate strategies and abstraction schemes. 
Also, the simple abstraction scheme presented in this paper is not powerful enough to handle 
certain coroutining examples of [Bruynooghe,M., De Schreye,D., Krekels,B. (1989)](when the 
number of processes in coroutining mode is not bounded). 
Basically our fold/unfold transformations are imilar to the framework of 
[Tamaki,H., Sato,T.(1984)], [Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A. (1990a)], 
[Proictti,M., Pettorossi,A.(1990b)] and can be considered as an extension of more specific 
clause transformation [Mariott,K., Naish,L., Lassez, J-L. (1988)] combined with subsequent 
folding. On the other hand, the abstract interpretation phase of our approach gives at least 
the following advantages: 
The derivation of more specific clauses is very tightly integrated with the derivation f 
new definitions and the subsequent folding, which is done using these new definitions. 
This allows to control the transformation process by choosing an appropriate abstraction 
scheme and to derive a program having the desired properties. For example, to compile 
the coroutining of two goals with bounded size, only the shared variables should bepre- 
served during the abstract interpretation phase. After that the clause specialization and 
the derivation of new predicates for folding is automatic. The possibility to express the 
properties of the derived code is very useful when specializing complex metainterpreters, 
because it is extremely important o specify the boundary between the object program 
and the data of the object program (the latter part is unknown at compile time). This 
can be achieved by abstracting the parts of the metaprogram, which contain the data 
processing. Moreover, this can be done with different granularity, which immediately 
leads to different versions of the final code. 
The examples above show that our integrated approach is capable to generate a more 
compact (and thus more efficient) structure of the residual code than that of 
[Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A. (1990a)], [Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A.(1990b)]. The main rea- 
son is the following: given an abstract interpretation scheme quipped with a special 
computation rule (blocking strategy), our algorithm generates the so-called Eureka- 
predicate automatically from the tree-like structure, which is used for the global correct 
representation f the source program behavior, and thus, avoids to introduce unnec- 
essary clauses, as in the transformation method of [Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A. (1990a)], 
[Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A.(1990b)]. The structure of the final code is embedded in the 
abstraction scheme and the blocking strategy, so the problem is lifted up to a much less 
procedural level: the desired properties of the final program should be specified rather 
than the details of the transformation algorithm. 
It is also important to note that we obtain equivalent transformations, which do not fit the 
standard conditions of [Tamaki,H., Sato,T.(1984)]. Our approach gives rise to the integration 
of the transformation techniques presented in [Gallagher, J., Codish M., Shapiro E. (1988)], 
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[GaUagher,J., Bruynooghe,M. (1990)], [Gallagher,J., Bruynooghe,M. (1991)] by incorporating 
typing information collected uring abstract interpretation, i.e the abstract set of solutions 
in the solution table. We expect hat the latter feature of the framework will be Very useful 
when compiling metainterpreters. For this class of transformation problems, when the logic 
program can be represented as metainterpreter + object_program the abstraction scheme 
can be chosen to capture the structure of the object program in the abstract answers of the 
solution table and to f rce the EOLDT driven transformations to penetrate very deeply into 
the metaprogram. The main idea of the abstraction scheme can be the following: only stop 
abstract interpretation when processing data from the object program. This can be done by 
introducing fresh variables in the object level terms. This gives the possibility to factor out the 
syntactical nalysis which is embedded in the metainterpreter and to implement more complex 
partial evaluation algorithms [Futamura,Y. (1971)]. Some successful experiments were done 
using a weaker version of the transformation algorithms [Boulanger,D. (1992)]. 
The idea to use abstract OLDT resolution for logic program transformation was borrowed 
mainly from [Gallagher, J., Codish M., Shapiro E. (1988)]. In the correctness proof we have 
used some important results from [Kanamori, T., Kawamura, T. (1993)]. The examples and 
some motivations were found in [Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A. (1990a)], 
{Proietti,M., Pettorossi,A. (1991)], {Bruynooghe,M., De Schreye,D., Krekels,B. (1989)], 
[De Schreye,D., Martens,B., Sablon,G., Bruynooghe,M. (1991)]. 
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